
Magic Show 
 

Terminology: Chase order in a standard deck of cards is Club, Heart, Spade, Diamond, with Ace = 1, 2, 
…K. Bridge order is Club, Diamond, Heart, Spade, with 2, 3, .., K, Ace. 

Open: (Feynman Sniff, and statistical clumping) Set-up: Arrange cards alternating red/black. 

Demonstrate a cut. Let spectator cut the deck. Deal top card to one (dealer left) team that looks but 
does not tell. Deal second card to team on dealer right (looks but does not let dealer know. Collect card 
from dealer left and put on top of deck. Then collect card from dealer right and put on top. (This 
procedure reverses the top two cards in the deck. Have a spectator cut the cards. Now dealer tells story 
about how Richard Feynman tested if a human could sniff where another human hid something when 
he was at Los Alamos National Labs. “Sniff” the cards. Here the dealer inspects. The two cards that are 
not in alternating order are the two chosen cards. This allows the dealer to undo the cut, and then 
return the now top card to the team on dealer right and the second card to the team on dealer left. 
Note one card will be red and one will be black. Lay them down face up to assist with the set up for the 
second part. 

For the second part, alternately deal 24 cards. This will result in a red pile and a black pile. Put the red on 
top of the black, and set down. Shuffle the remaining cards and display them. Say, “statistically there is 
greater clumping than one would expect. “  

Put the face-up red card on dealer left, and the face-up black card on dealer right with a large gap. Now 
deal 12 cards and count asking the audience if each card is red or black stick it in a pile to the inside but 
close to the corresponding face-up card. (At this point, there will be a face-up red, stack of red, gap, 
stack of red, and face-up black.) Now continue dealing in the gap asking the audience if the cards are red 
or black and place in the appropriate pile. Pick up stacks from the left. Left on bottom, next two on top 
of that, final one on bottom. Pause. Say, “Oh, I should have shown these,” and display ½ red, ½ black. 
Now say, “Wow! You are psychic.” 

Little Fibs: Set-up: Make a small packet with 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, and K. Ace = 1, 2 = 2, J = 11, Q = 12, K = 13.    

Ask audience member to pick two cards and tell me the sum of the values. I will tell them what the two 
cards are. First is largest Fibonacci number less than sum, subtract to get other card. 

Dog – Cat – Mouse: Follow instructions from card set. 

Kings N Queens: Step 1 – Set up. Put the Kings in chase order on the left and the queens in chase order 
on the right with the king of clubs (as viewed from the back of the card) on top and the queen diamonds 
on the bottom. 

Now, show them the cards, and let them think of one, but not tell you (can share with other audience 
members).  

Next in jog, out jog all (see figure)  



Figure: In-jog, Out-jog, dealer view. 

Pull and show the out jogged cards (i.e., those away from the dealer), ask if the card is in these. Packet 
with the card goes on top. Now repeat in-jog, out-jog. This time the packet with the card goes on 
bottom. Repeat on more time. This time the packet with the card goes on top. 

Now deal left, right alternating. Now some patter, flip the pile on the right. If king, there card is a king. 
Pick up left pile and deal left, right alternating. Flip new right pile. If red, card is red. Pick up left pile and 
deal left, right. The newest right pile reveals the suit of the card, and the final card is their card. 

``27’’: Deal 3 columns of 9. Have spectators pick a card, but don’t tell. Instead, point to a column. Re-
deal, point to a column. RE-deal, point to column. Reveal card. There are variants – one spectator can 
pick a number at the start and the card can end up being that card. Easiest variant – always make the 
column of cards with the card the second column picked up. Result will be their card will be in the 
center. 

How many binary (yes, no) choices are required to determine one of eight numbers? 

How many ternary (0, 1, 2) choices are required to determine one of 27 numbers? 

Start Party of 5: Set up -- Memorize 5 key cards say 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 in chase order. Put in pocket facing out. 

Give someone rest of deck. Have them shuffle as much as they like. Say, “Oh, I forgot one.” Put cards in 
pocket to set 5 key cards on top of deck, and then do Big Fibs. 

Big Fibs: Write a list of the Fibonacci numbers up to some point. Say 

1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, 34, 55, 89, 144, 233, 377, 610 
Have audience member(s) pick any set of non-adjacent numbers and tell me the sum. Reveal, the largest 
Fib less than or equal to the sum is one card, the largest Fib less than or equal to the original sum less 
the first card is the second card, etc. 

Why does this work??? Is it similar to little fibs? 

Party of 5 (continued):  

Deal 5 piles top card on dealer left, second card, moves right, etc. with fifth card starting fifth pile. Now 
sixth card on top of dealer left pile. Continue until there are five piles of five. Each of five teams can 
shuffle their own pile and should pick one card and memorize it. The dealer is not shown the cards or 



told the card that is chosen. Collect shuffled piles in any order. Point out that this is in any order and 
each pile is in an arbitrary order. Deal 5 piles top card on dealer left, second card, moves right, etc. with 
fifth card starting fifth pile. Now sixth card on top of dealer left pile. Continue until there are five piles of 
five. At this point the first (lowest) card from each pile with be from the same original stack, and the 
second, will be from the same stack, etc. Have the first team, point to the pile that contains their card. 
Find where the 2 of clubs is in order first (lowest), second, etc. The card of the first team will be the 
same card in the pile that they chose. The analogous thing will hold for the other teams, so the second 
team’s card will be in their pile at the same level (1 – 5) as the 4 of hearts. 

Final Three: No set-up. Need 52 cards. Audience member(s) choose and pull three cards from deck. 
Look, but don’t show me. Audience member(S) place cards face down in a row. Deal 10 cards “above” 
first card (see figure). Deal 15 “above” second card, Deal 15 “above” third card. Put remaining 9 cards to 
dealer left side.  

 

Placing cards “above.” 

Put chosen card 1 on top of its pile of 10. Audience cuts anu number form the pile 2 of 15 on top of their 
card. Chosen card 2, goes on top of remaining cards in pile of 15 from 2. Cut any number from pile 3 and 
put on top of chosen card 2. Put chosen card 3 on the remainder of card 3s pile. Now put remaining 9 
cards on top of card three.  

Put pile 3 on top of pile 2, and all on top of pile 1. Take first 4 cards from top of deck and put them on 
the bottom.  

Deal face-up on right, then face down on left – repeat. Have audience stop if they see any of their cards 
in the face-up pile. Now deal face-up, face-down alternating, ask if they see. Repeat. The final three will 
be their cards! 

Hall’s Trick: Set-up: discuss code with assistant well before trick. Practice  

Give deck of cards to someone in audience. Tell them to shuffle if they want and pick five cards while 
magician is out of room. The audience remembers (or records these), and the five cards are handed to 
the assistant.  



[This is an important part of the trick that is not shared with the audience. As an example, imagine the  
five chose cards are Jack of Clubs, 3 of Clubs, 8 of Clubs, 2 of Diamonds, and 7 of Hearts. There must be 
two cards of the same suit (pigeon-hole principle). The assistant picks two of the same suit (say for 
example Jack of Clubs [value 11] and 3 of Clubs [value 3]). The club cards are cyclically ordered: J, Q, K, 1, 
2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, J, Q, K, … Since there are only 13 values, one of the cards must be 6 or less in the 
cyclic order than the other. For example, Jack [11] – 3 = 8. This is too big. If we take 3 – Jack[11] we get -
8 which is the same as 13 – 8 = 5 in cyclic order. In other words counting 5 steps past the jack gives the 
3. Since the 3 is the higher card, the assistant buts the higher card of a duplicate suit face-down on the 
table. The corresponding card goes on the far left of the hand. The remaining cards can be put in an 
order of 1 = 123, 2 = 132, 3 = 213, 4 = 231, 5 = 312, 6 = 321. For example, to get 5 steps above the Jack of 
cards, the assistant wants to pass the code 312 = 5. Here 3 is large, 2 is medium, and 1 is small. The 
remaining cards are the 8 of clubs, the 2 of diamonds, and the 7 of hearts. Since diamonds are the 
highest suit in chase order, the assistant will place the 2 of diamonds next. Clubs are smallest, so 8 of 
clubs must be the smallest one, and the 7 of hearts must be the medium.  

Given all of this the assistant places the 3 of clubs face-down on the table. The assistant then lays out 
the remaining cards in the following order: Jack of clubs (to determine the suit and starting point), 

Then 2 of diamonds (third in order of last three), 8 of clubs (first in order of last three), 7 of hearts 
(second in order in the last three). 

Now the magician enters the room. The magician instantly knows that the face down card is a club, since 
the first card seen is the Jack of clubs (same suit). The magician sees that the 2 of diamonds is third (3), 
the 8 of clubs is first (1), and the 7 of hearts is second (2). Thus the code is 5. Thus the value of the face-
down card is Jack = 11 + 5 = 16 = 16 – 13 = 3. This means the magician can announce that the face-down 
card is the 3 of clubs. 
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